"Eternity of our dreams"
for flute solo
(2017)

dedicated to :
Per Svansbo and Anders Flodin
legend:

- wavy arrow- deflect pitch up/down-- use mouthpiece
- notehead in shape of square- air tone in concrete pitch in the score/ Inside the instrument/ Suono d’aria ma con strumenti

- crowns means something like indentation between individual segments
- nat. - naturale
Eternity of our dreams

\[ \text{\( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{}} = 55-66 \)} \]

\( \text{senza misura, liberamente} \)

Flute

\( \text{non legato} \)

\( \text{frull.} \)

\( \text{deflecting pitch (by the mouthpiece)} \)

\( \text{nat.} \)

\( \text{air tone} \)

\( \text{Suono d\'aria ma con strumenti} \)

\( \text{Eternity of our dreams} \)

\[ \text{deflecting pitch (by the mouthpiece)} \]